
Syllabus for ASU Modeling Workshop in Thermodynamics 
(PHS 594/CHM 594: Methods of Teaching Thermodynamics) 

 

Instructors: Levi Torrison, Philip Root, Mitch Sweet 

Dates & hours: July 5th - 17th, 2018 

Email: levi.torrison@estrellamountain.edu   

philip.root@scottsdalecc.edu  

mitchsweet@cox.net  

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION:  

Modeling methods class for AP physics and Chemistry instructors that extends the previous model to 
include advanced topics such as Free energy, Entropy, Heat cycles, and Heat capacity. 

 
ATTENDANCE: 

You are expected to attend all 9 sessions of this course.  If you miss two classes, your maximum 
grade will be a B; if three, you may earn no higher than a C. Please be on time and ready to go! If 
you must miss a class or will be late, please email the instructor as soon as you can. 

 
PREREQUISITES:  

One semester of a modeling chemistry or physics class is required.  One semester of Calculus is 
recommended. 

 
MATERIALS: 

• Out-of-state teachers need to buy a three-inch 3-ring binder with 10 tab inserts.  
• Out-of-state participants need to buy a 9”x12” quad-ruled lab notebook (~$15 at Staples or the 

ASU Bookstore).  Please use this to keep data you collect and evaluate from labs you perform 
during the workshop, as well as your reflections on activities and readings assigned.  It may be 
easiest to break the notebook into two large sections—one for labs, and the other for reflections.  

 
EXPECTATIONS:  

All participants, whether seeking ASU credit or not, are expected to do activities and homework, as 
described below for a “C” grade. Non-credit participants are required to turn in these assignments 
which will be graded as “satisfactory” or “unsatisfactory” for purposes of awarding CEUs. 

 
GRADE REQUIREMENTS  

The table at the top of page 2 will be used to determine letter grades for those taking this course for 
ASU graduate credit. Students will contract for a letter grade on Tuesday, July 10, 2018. (Note: Late 
work will not be accepted.)  
 
Contracting for a letter grade is not a guaranteed grade. Work must be completed to meet 
ASU standards and meet all class requirements.  
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Table of Requirements for Letter Grades: 

Graduate  
credit 

Minimum Requirements (additional assignments are required for the same 
grade in the graduate course as in the undergraduate course): 

C Class attendance and class participation in activities (discussions, whiteboard 
presentations, maintain class / lab notebook, complete assigned readings & 
worksheets, etc.)  

All Participants must complete daily reflections using Google Docs  
 

B Of the assigned readings during the course, choose four readings to write a 
reaction/reflection to.  This is a reaction/reflection to the ideas in the reading, 
and NOT a summary.  Minimum word count is 300 words for each 
Reaction/Reflection. 

Reflection/Reaction Papers should be added to the end of your Google Doc 
and are due the last Tuesday of the course. 
 

A All of the above plus a two-page typed reflection paper discussing how you 
foresee implementing aspects of this Thermodynamics Curriculum into your 
current teaching practices. Minimum word count: 600 words. 

All the above plus an additional reflection/reaction on a longer curriculum 
reading.  Choices for the “A” reading will be presented during the workshop. 

“A” assignments should be added to the end of your Google Doc and are 
due the last Tuesday of the course. 

 
 

 
 
Arizona Board of Regents and ASU policies: 

● Each student is expected to spend a minimum of 45 hours per semester hour of credit.  
● Pass-fail is not an option for graduate courses. https://students.asu.edu/grades-grading-policies 
● “B” grade means average; 3.0 GPA is min. requirement for MNS & other graduate degrees.  
● Incomplete: only for special circumstances. Must finish course within 1 year, or it becomes “E”. 
● An instructor may drop a student for non-attendance during the first two days. 
● An instructor may withdraw a student with a mark of "W" or a grade of "E" only in cases of 

disruptive classroom behavior. 
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